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By letter of 20 January 1983, the Committee on Social Affairs and 
Employment requested authorization to draw up a report on the Memorandum 
from the Commission of the European Communities on the reduction and 
reorganization of working time. 
· By letter of 21 February 1983, the committee was authorized to report 
on this subject. 
The Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of Women in Europe was 
asked for an opinion. 
On 18 January 1983, the committee appointed Mr Ceravolo rapporteur. 
At its meeting of 15/16 February 1983, the committee considered the 
draft report. On 15 March 1983, it adopted the motion for a resolution as 
a whole by 22 votes to 2 with 1 abstention. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr Papaefstratiou, chairman; 
Mr Frischmann, vice-chairman; Mr Ceravolo, rapporteur; Mr Alexiadis 
(deputizing for Mr Eisma>, Mr Barbagli, Mr Boyes, Mr Brok, Mr Calvez, 
Mrs Cassanmagnago-Cerretti, Mr Chanterie, Ms Clwyd, Mr Dalsass <deputizing 
for Mr Estgen>, Mr Del Duca (deputizing for Mr McCartin> Mr Dury (deputizing 
for Mr Charzat) Mr Ghergo, Mrs Maij-Weggen, Mr Van Minnen, Mr Patterson, 
Dame Shelagh Roberts (deputizing for Sir David Nicholson>, Mr Salisch, 
Mr Vernimmen (deputizing for Mrs Duport) and Mr Vgenopoulos <deputizing 
for Mr Dida>. 
The opinion of the ComMittee of Inquiry into the Situation of Women 
in Europe will be published separately. 
The report was tabled in its final version on 21 March 1983. 
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A 
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment hereby submits to the 
European Parliament the following motion for a resolution, together with 
explanatory statement: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
-----------------------
on the Memorandum from the Commission of the European Communities on t~e 
reduction and reorganization of working time 
- having regard to the Memorandum from the Commission of the European 
Communities on the reduction and reorganization of working time <COM (82) 
809 final>, 
-having regard to its resolution of 17 September 1981 1, 
-having regard to the conclusions of the Joint Council of 16 November 1982, 
- having regard to the report of the Committee on Social Affairs and 
employment and the opinion of the Committee of Inquiry into the Situ~tion 
of Women in Europe (Doc. 1-71/83>, 
A. whereas: 
1 
the increase in unemployment in the Community has exceeded all contin-
.gency levels, having reached a total of 12.3 million or around 11.1% 
of the working population, 
- the estimates for the current year fo~ecast a further increase to more 
than 13 million, 
- young people under 25 account for almost half the total unemployment 
figure and whereas this proportion is growing, 
- real unemployment is higher than the official unemployment figure 
mentioned above, since persons who are not registered - most of whom 
are women - must be included, 
- this unemployment is not only concentrated in areas of long-standing 
under-development.~ut is also becoming increasingly widespread in the 
more prosperous regions of the Community, 
OJ No. C 260, 12.10.1981, p. 54 ff. 
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- we are no longer confronted by a factor of minor importance but rather 
by a serious rift in the labour market which has all the characteristics 
of a new structural phenomenon, 
because of the rate at which it is increasing, unemployment does not 
seem to be influenced by the conventional measures taken to cOntain 
it and may therefore get totally out of control, 
a. recognizing that: 
the growth in unemployment must be attributed increasingly to historical 
factors <whose potential for development cannot be ca.pletely quantified> 
such as: 
- the fundamental reorganization of the production of goods and services as 
a result of modern technologies <informatics, teleaatics, robots, bio-
technologies, etc.> which all reduce the labour fwce t·o a !llin.iiiUII ahd which artt 
at present only in their initial phase, 
- the new international division of labour which is radically changing thtt 
conditions of trade between industrialized and developing countries in 
the context of a profound reorganization of thtt world market which is already 
leading to a major redistribution of wealth, 
c. noting that: 
there is now a growing lack of synchronization betwee~ the rate at · 
which workers are being released onto the market by ·the reorsanization 
. . . 
of traditional industries and the rate at which new jobs are being created, 
and that this is at the root of the present cumulative increase in 
unemployment, 
- this is a fundamental reality to be faced with courage, which involves 
overcoming the prejudices which may result from controversy over the 
various and sometimes contradictory policies adopted by the individual 
Member States in order to resolve the crisis, 
- the following exacerbate the cumulative growth in uneMployment and reduce 
the likelihood of a reversal in the present trend in the short and medium 
term: 
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<a> the present phase of f 4r.ll·j ng. economic growth or even of economic 
recession which is lik~ly to continue for some time with no foreseeable 
possibility of any resumption in activity achieving the 4X growth rate 
considered necessary to stop the trend towards an increase in unellplO!YHnt 
or the 6.7X rate needed to reverse this trend, 
<b> the decline in investment which is an inherent aspect of the crisis, 
<c> the fact that the hoped-for resumption in investment will not be 
directed only at the creation of new jobs, since some investment will 
inevitably be required for the technological reorganization of traditional 
sectors in order to ensure their international competitiveness, and only 
the remaining share of investment could be used selectively to create 
jobs in new, little-known sectors, which would obviously take longer, 
(d) the fact that a substantial proportion of the workers made redundant 
from traditional industries will be unable to take up new jobs as and 
when they are created, since they require totally new vocational 
qualifications, 
<e> the awareness that, as confirmed by present experience in various 
developed countries, new jobs will be created not, as in the past, 
within large undertakings with a mass labour force, but within s11all 
and medium-sized industries and in the services sector, 
1. · Expresses its appreciation of the Commission's Memorandum on the reduducion 
and reorganization of working time; 
2. Recognizes the need for an early and decisive reduction and reorganization 
of working time not only as a measure designed to improve living and 
working conditions but also as an 'instrument of employment policy' as 
asserted by the Commission in its Memorandum; 
3. Approves: 
- the general guidelines contained in the conclusion of the Joint Council 
·of 16 November 1982 (see Annex III>, although they are still at the 
level of general statements of conditions and precautions; 
· '"">' - the Memorandum from the Commission <see Annex II), based on • information 
,. from Member States on experiments and measures in the field of reducing 
and reorganizing working time•, a working paper drawn up by the 
Commission's services on the outcome of a seminar held in October 1982 
and attended by experts in this area from various Member States, and on 
experience with the dialogue with the social partners both bilaterally 
and on a joint basis; 
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4. Confirms its resolution of 17 September 1981 on employment and the 
adaptation of working time <see Annex I>, whic'h long· ago emphasized the 
urgent need to tackle this problem; 
5. Refers also to its resolution of 11 February 1981 on the position of 
women in Europe, which urges a flexible system for reducing working 
time that takes account of the special situation of women on the labour 
urket; 
6. Appeals, from its position as a legitimate democratic institution, to the 
forthcoming Council of Ministers to cease delaying and to take practical 
steps with regard to this problem; 
7. Stresses that in order to be effective and to produce the desired results 
in the short term, these steps must: 
- take the form of a binding Community measure which is essential to 
create the conditions to enable the governments and social partners 
to take action in this direction, 
- include practical measures by the Community, utilizing the various 
instruments at its disposal in a coordinated fashion, to initiate 
projects that will serve as a model in certain sepcific sectors of 
strategic' economic and social importance, 
-provide the basis for the development of a Comaunity emploYMent policy 
opposed to the growing trend towards nationalism or even xenophobia, 
protectionism and reliance on public welfare, 
improve living and working conditions with favourable effects on 
cultural and family life and on recreational activities, 
- contribute towards the revival of a policy of full employment - the 
Community's prime objective, 
- increase the possibility of creating a social consensus with regard 
to the process of technological change with all its repercussions in 
terms of geographic and professional mobility, 
- improve the ability to contend with .international cOMpetition which 
is so important for the resumption of developaent, 
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-establish flexible working hours and thus a more effective utilization 
of industrial plant permitting an increase in the hourly output of the 
labour force, which may be translated into lower prices and/or an 
increase in total production, but without prejudice to steps aimed at 
a further humanization of work, 
- create new employment as the only means of eliminating the policy of 
financing mass unemployment which is disastrous from every point of 
view both for individuals and for the countries concerned, 
-help to create a political and social atmosphere in the Community more 
able to cope with the requirements of the present period of far-reaching 
change, 
- bear in mind however that a substantial, once-and-for-all reduction in 
working hours may have a more positive effect in expanding employment 
than a gradual, step-by-step strategy, 
<a> contain general measures which: 
-guarantee in the short term a significant reduction in daily, weekly 
and/or yearly working hours and in working life <early retirement, 
holidays and education leave>, in order significantly to slow down and 
subsequently halt the trend towards growing unemployment <for full 
details of the whole operation see the Commission Memorandum and the 
resolution adopted by the EP on 17 September 1981>, within the terms 
of the objectives set out above, 
take account of the general change in the roles of men and women and 
the transformation of social values by seeking as part of the reduction 
in weekly working time a reduction in daily working hours which will 
enable couples to achieve a more equitable division of labour as regards 
' 
housework, care of children and employment <resolution of 11 February 
1981, Maij-Weggen report>, 
- leave the social partners free to negotiate in accordance with the 
specific requirements of their country, sectoi or undertaking and with 
the rules applicable in the individual countries, 
- provide for a structured plan for concessions and compensatory measures 
designed to ensure that the costs of reducing working hours are spread 
equally among workers and employers; 
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<b> make a major contribution towards finding a way out of the impasse in 
which the tripartite negotiations at Community level now find themselves 
by: 
- undertaking the reorganization and reduction of working time on the 
basis of a wide range of coordinated measures relating to employment, 
- interpreting a reduction in working time not as a unique and decisive 
solution but - and this should be emphasized - as one of the new factors 
in the present situation which can help to stop the increase in 
unemployment and to provide a more flexible and gradual system of 
adjusting the labour market which is the fundamental objective of our 
time, 
- making clear that the extent of this reduction should not be assessed 
in narrow terms of the benefit to the social partners but should represent 
a dynamic and therefore also reversible factor forming the point of 
balance between the release of workers from traditional industries and 
the creation of new jobs; the extent of the reduction should thus vary 
more or less in direct proportion to the effectiveness of the other 
employment policies, 
- creating a sound Community and national framework within which to ensure 
the coordination, depending on the success of the reduction measures of 
all social expenditure which in various ways is designed to relieve 
unemployment (European Social Fund, unemployment subsidies, integration 
fund, wage contributions, vocational retraining, etc.), and all invest-
ments by the various Community and national funds designed to develop 
the productive system, particularly in the field of small and medium-
sized undertakings and of cooperation; 
8. Is confident that by providing practical guarantees it will be possible 
to implement this important initiative in the context of a reorganization 
of the many social and economic aspects which can make a real contribution 
towards reviving the productive system; 
9. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council and 
Commission and to the European Council with a view to its forthcoming 
meeting. 
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
-~-------------------
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment: 
I. is aware of: 
- the serious moral and social i~lications for •illions of workers, 
particularly the young, which may even pose alar•ing threats to our 
democratic institutions, 
- the incalculable economic cost both of the failure to produce wealth 
resulting from the inactivity of almost 11X of the working population, 
and of the decline in the corresponding tax revenue and in total 
consumer demand, 
- the growing increase in social security budgets which in some countries 
·are now on the point of unbalance; 
II. also notes that: 
having given serious consideration to the lack of synchronization which 
is at the origin of the cumulative growth in unemployment, in order to 
prevent governments from losing control of the problem it is essential 
to exercise the utmost consistency in assessing any economic and social 
measures to be adopted, in terms of timing and volume of expenditure, 
since this is the only way to evaluate their suitability for the 
proposed objective, 
- this incompatibility between ends and means explains the fundamental 
ineffectiveness of all the political, economic and social measures so 
far implemented, although some of them should not be abandoned but 
developed further, 
it would therefore be a serious and dangerous matter to propose again 
today, in only a slightly different form, the same policy which was 
adopted.when unemployment was at half its present level. 
0 
0 0 
For the rest of the explanatory satement, reference should be made to 
the three attached documents. 
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ANNEX I 
.. ·-----,.---,---
... RESOLt1nON 
1h &Ito,_, P~t, '. 
• ""!"""' having reprd to lhe Co...iullion communicadaD to me Coundl Oil. work aharinl • •. 
(COM(79) 188 final), ~. 
•' 
- having regard to me motion _for a reaolution by Mr Fcllermaier and othen oa 
employment policy (Doc. 169179), 
- having regard to the motion for a resolution by Mr Dido and others on the Directive ~ 
. shorter workina hOQn (Doc. 1-377n9/rev.), 
-~ / ;-: ' ,~· ; . 
--.; __ .......,__ _____ _ 
------.. ··----. -- ------------- .. ---·----------------
.. 
- having regard to the Council resolution of 18 Dec:ember 19'79 Oil dae adaptation of 
· working time (1), 
- having regard to lhe report of the Committee on Social Affain and Eaployment and the 
opinion at the Comcni~,on Economic and Monetary AffaJn (Doe. 1-41.~/81), · 
1. Notes that: 
(a) the problems of clnployment, the restructurins of industry and the adaptation of 
worlcins time are closely interlinktd and that they must ~ rellolwd ~ether in the 
L"Ontext of policie11 whic:h guarantee the productiviry and compC'titivity of the European 
economic: system as a prerequil•ite for action in the area of employment, c:onveninn of 
produ~rive activities and adaptation of workin1 time; 
(b) the c:h\\ractc:ri~tics of caclt arc nuw "·umph.'tdy different from what they were in the ro1st 
as regardt their scale, intensity and political, CL"Onnmic and SOLial impact; 
(c) full account must be taken of this in order to devi!IC L'Omprehensive shon and long-term 
strategies that are strictly consonant with the exceptional seriousness of the situation; 
2. Considers that: 
(a) the problems mentioned, panicularly unemployment, are a challensc whic:h can be 
tackled and overcome given the Community's enormous potential of enerpes and 
resources; 
(b) this challenge undoubtedly marks an historic watershed, requirins new ideas and 
political instrument&, on which the survival of the institutions and democratic values 
underpinning the Community depends; · · 
(c) a way out of the crisis must be found by making speedy and profound c:hanges based on 
a consensus of the broad mass of people; 
(d) the very fate of the process of European unification is bound up with the Community 
institutions' ability to bring their specific: and oripnal contribution 'to bear on these 
major prohlems; 
3. Feels that there is a need to define clearly the essential general features and the new 
aspects of the crisis, so that the governments acting within their national sphere, the two 
sides of industry within the context of free collective bargaining, and the Community 
institutions in their promotional, supponing and harmonizing role may cooperate in order 
to defme policies and options and reach agreements withi_n a single framework of ref~rence 
and by pooling constructive forces; 
(1) OJ No c 2, 4.1.1980 
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4, Noting that the employment situation has deteriorated dramatically to a point where in 
June: 1981 there were 8 445 200 unemployed in the ten Community Member Statrs. or 
7-4% of the working population, stres~cs that it is not only the scale of unemployment 
which causes justifiable alarm but also its tenden":y to 11pread ali cviden~"td by rr~o.-enr 
increases. as well as forc~:asts that the situation will worsen, and that this tn·nd will ~rsist; 
S. Notts that the fa..:tors underlyinM rhi11 forecast, some of which have btft, idcnrifi~ 11nd 
od\en of whil:h have not yet been suffi~:icntly qu4ntificd, are: 
(a) population trends, with the arrival on the labour market of rhe aenerations born in the 
post-war period and the annual decline in the average percentage of worket'S of 
retirement age; 
(b) increase in the female iabour force as a result of the historical process of emancipation 
which is particularly strong among the new, educated generations; 
(c) enlargement of the Community, under way or in prospect, to include countries \\ith a 
high disguised unemployment, particularly among agricultural workers and women; 
(d) the pre~sure of immigration from Third World countries and those of the Mediterr.mcan 
basin in particular, which will increase: if tht•sc countries, which are expC\."ti.'J to Joui-le 
their popul.trion over tht• next 20 years ar~ not givl'll a.kqu:ue hdp fnr .m t•.:n•wmi;; 
tak~-ott; 
(e) .continuing high ~nergy costs consequent on OPEC oil price rises, and the Community'~& 
likely dependence on imported oil for many years to come; 
6. Notes that within these quantitative trends cenain existing qualitative aspects are 
worsening and that new· features are emerging, which, btoc:ause of their political and social 
impact, arc equally worrying from the employment point of view: · 
(a) unemployml.'nt among young pl.'ople is tenmng to get still worse and. a«ording to the 
most rc'-"ent estimates, is likt'ly to a'--count for some 50% of total unemployment in the 
years ahead; 
(b) unemployment among women still reveals structural aspectS in comparison with m;llt 
unemployment; 
(c) the geographical distribution of unemployment is no longer a matter of pockets of 
unemployment confined within the economically weak areas, but is tending ro_ spread to 
traditionally dynamic areas, as a result of the restructuring of industries such as st~l. 
automobiles, etc.; 
(d) occupational mobility will tend to increase sharply and bet'Ome a feature of the labour 
market in future; 
(e) the structural composition of employment is undergoing a steady and profound change 
as a result of the introduction of new technologies; 
(f) the average duration of unemployment is increasing disturbingly; 
(I) the already considerable imbalance between the supply and demand of labour is also 
tending to worsen; 
(h) underground labour markets, in which there is no social security cover, are growing with 
increasing rapidity; 
(i) migrant workers are incrc:a:.ingly becoming the most vulnerable group of workens in the 
Community as a result of the downturn in the labour market; 
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7. Notes that serious disruption of the labour market is ac~:ompanied by an economic 
recession and that all the forecasts agree that over the next few years GNP growth will 
remain below past averages and hence wdl below the level (4 to 5 '%,) need~..J to offset 
che increak! in the supply of labour, let alone the l"·vcl neC\'S~o.lr)' to reverse the trend and 
restore full employment; 
8. R.ecopizes .that this trend and the pessimistic forecasts are attributable to a series of 
factors including.in particular the energy crisis consequent on increased petroleum prKes, 
rising inflation, the deficit in the Community's balance of payments, the low level of 
investment and the steep rise in the cost of investment per job created; 
9. Notes that in addition to these factors there are also international aspectS dominating 
the crisis scenario, namely the increase in raw materials pril:es, particularly of energy 
products, and the nev/ international division uf labour which is hitring the very l-ase of 
Community manufal.1uring industry: these fa1."tors ate inl.Tcasingly compelling the f.urope:tn 
economy to r;~Jically rcstru~ture itsdf and thus shed manpower; 
10. Straaes that: 
I 
(a) while the process of restructuring in the major industries that were once the cornerstone 
of industrial employment is already underway and fully recognized, it is k'Ss well 
appreciat\-d that the impact of the microelectronics revolution on the labour market will 
be more important, existing dam indicating that it will cause the n:•1ru1."tUring to hel·ume 
an ongoing pro1.-ess; ' 
(b) this revolution is "--haracterized by the extent of its impact, the far-reaching multiplier 
effect which it will have in all sectors of economic and social life, profound changes in 
the organization of work, in the professional and occupational field and in the model of 
production itself, high levels of manpower savings and unprecedented produ~.'tivity 
gaina; 
(c) mkropr~cssor technology differs from traditional technologiea in its employn1mt 
impact, ao; only a small proportion of the labour force released is rcabsorbt-d in the 
manufa~.-rure of the equipment itself and another small proportion may bt ahwrbed in 
research and basic software work, while the bulk of the workers will have to look for 
re-employment in newly-generated productive se\.1ors, in the manufacture of new 
products, in tedmkal assistance services and in new public and private sudal $ervkc:s; 
11. While confident of the ultimate positive effects of the microelectronics revolution oa 
the general welfare, and hence also on employment, must point out that this final positive 
outcome can hardly be expected without traumatic upheavals both in terms of 
unemployment and of high levels of occupational and geographical mobility; 
12. Points out that the immediate negative effects of this process may be more acute, in 
view of the speed of its impact, cxpe~."ted to reach a peak in the mid-1980s, of the stimulant 
effect of Europe's backwardness with respect tu japan and the USA, and of the filet that, 
unlike these l.'O\lntries, Europe is entering this phase in a state of stagnation and widc:spread 
unemployment, without the benefit of integrated supporting programmes. particularly in the 
area of vocational training; 
· 13. Notes that ultimately all the processes of technological restn•~·turing a•rrenrly in 
progress, and above all those resulting from. the microele~.-rronics revolution, will lrad to 
major gains in productivity, a sharp rcdu~tion in the rcLJuir~·J working time lcaJmg to 
manpower savings, a need for flexibility in working hours ro maximize plant utilization and 
smooth out the produ1."tion cycle, as well as a need for greater job mubility; 
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14. Coniiden that, agamst this background, th~ adaptation of working time should be 
considered from the point~o of view of both flexibility and reduction. Behind the Council's 
resolution and the Commission's communil:arion, which arose from the growing pressures 
in various Membt•r States for a reduction in working time, there lie demands that trans..:end 
purely ideological considerations: that work should be shared to tackle growing 
unemployment, th~lt the aspirations of workers fur better living and working ..:nnJitiuns 
should be met, th.lt real convergcl\..:t• he pursued on the b.tllis uf pro~rt·~s antl pruMpt•rit)' of 
undertakings and work~·•·s alike through ,, n·distrihution uf tht· bt·twfitll uf proJu~·tivity ;mJ 
technological dcvdopmellf in favour of hoth J'ilrtit'll, while llllio taking Cilrc: uf the 
aspir;mons of \\'(\l'krrs looking for employment; th1U the time spent in workin~ and in 
tducatiun should he reallm:ated; that mme leisure time shouiJ be available for recreation 
and ..:ultural a~o."tivities, for the family, for politi..:Jl and sodal cummitq~ents; that working 
hours should be made more flexible to promote produ~o."tivity and guarantee the 
competitiveness of firms; 
15. Emphasizes that to these general considerations must be added the following practical 
points: 
(;t) the European trade unions have indic.ued that their main objective for the next few yean 
is a JO% redm:tion in working time for the sante wages to be al'hicved hy one or more 
of the following means: reduction of the· working week to 35 hours, increase in annual 
paid leave to six weeks, retirement from the age of 60, compulsory schooling up to the 
age of 16, extension of entitlement to study and vocational training leave (with a 
willinaneS~> on their part to o.u:cept a fifth shift in continuous pro~·ess working); 
(b) the French Government has undertJken, as part of its progrnann1c:, to achieve a redu1.1iun 
of the working week to 35 hours; ' 
(c) substantial reductions in the working week towards the 3.~-hour level have already been 
made for cenain categories of workers or arc currently the subject of negotiations for 
others; 
(d) early retirement, which is eq~ivalent to a reduction in the total working life, has now 
become a major instrument for offsetting the impact on jobs of major restructuring 
measures; 
16. Draws the following conclusions from the foregoing: 
(a) unemployment in the Community has acquired cenain completely new structural aspects 
and now dearly shows cumulative effects, which are no longer offset by existing social 
· measures and which can no longer be naturally absorbed by any future economic upturn 
of the traditional type; 
(b) it is logical to assume that any recovery in economic output would itself l\'tld at first to 
some further shedding of manpower as such a recovery would inevitably be dependent 
on technological restructuring, at least in the major sectors;_ 
(c) in economic terms, the present unemployment increases the burden on public 
expenditure, depresses domestic demand, represents a significant loss of wealth as a 
result of lost production (in 1979 it was estimated on the basis of the aver.tge potenri.tl 
output per worker in the Community that 6 million unemployed cost the Community 
some 75 thousand million EUA, or 4·5 % of the Community's GNP); 
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(d) iD eocial terms then: is a much greater risk of alienation and despair particularly among 
large groups of young people who, once they have completed thtir studies. are 
compelled to experience the trauma of un~mployment before beginni113 their working 
life and the progress made so far as regards equality between men and women is 
threatened; 
{c) a strategy of full employment must remain the l)asi~ iOcio-economic: objective of the 
Community'; 
(f) if such a mategy is to bt implemented it will be ntceaary to face up to the overcomt' the 
threat po<Sc.-d by the dangerous contradh.:rion between the nc:ecl fur t~·c:hnologkJl 
modtrni:r.;trion and the rigid deft'n~·c of existing jobs prompted by legitimate fears that 
despite vo(:ttional re-traitting mohility will end up not as a choice between one type of 
work and another but between work and pcrmanc.'llt untmploymcnt; 
{B) diis conflic.:t must be stifled at birth by creating the basis for the workers' acceptance of 
and confidence in large-scale innovation, by involving those concerned and ensuring that 
dtey do not come to fear dtat advanced technologies will be against their interests, if 
only in the short term; 
· 17. · Saesses dte need to tackle dtesc problems by meaaa of an overaU ltl'a1e8Y embrac:inl 
not qaly economic: policies but also policies of active social intervention; 
18. Believes that dte economic: COlt to industry of possible work·abar\Dssc:hcma must be 
careluJly quantified and didssecl between the aoc:ial parmen; '· 
•' 
19. Within this framework and on the basis of all the above c:onaiderations. which hove an 
objective logkal consistency, expresses its wpport for the proposals set out in the d~-uments 
on which thi§ report on the adaptation of working time is based, and lays stress l'n the 
following c:ondusions: 
(a) in gent•r;~l terms, the: Commission's communication establishes a valid link bctwt"CR 
mea!>urn .1inwJ ;U grc.·ater fl~-xihility and reducintt working time ;tnd the c:un'-'trt of the 
annual duration of work as a point of reference: for measures to rc.-distribute work whkh 
will not c:ausc distortions of competition as betwcc.'ll the Member Stat&.'S. on thc basis of 
the following detailed aspects: 
- annual volume of work, 
-overtime. 
- shiftwork. 
- flexible retirement and pre-retirement arransements, 
- right to training. 
- part-time work, 
- temporary work 
- leave justified by family responsibilities; 
(b) annual volume of work: it would be advisable for the restructurins not to be influenced 
solely by limitation of the working week or day and by an extension of paid leave, but it 
should also be possible to combine these approaches with early retirement; 
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(c) overtime: the Comrnis~ion should propost guidelines for dealing with overtime with a 
view to ensurmg that genuine rc."'luctions in working rime are not wiped out; any such 
reductions should be made in the light of the practical needs of firms for flexibility to 
allow them to respond to market ch:mgcs. Ov.ertimc which exc.-eeds the authorized limits 
should be cnmpensatc.'Ci by mean~ of extra paid leave; 
I 
(d) shift work: since this practice has increased in recent years, parric."Uiarly in the tertiary 
sector, and w1ll probably bec.'Ome more widespre:td as a result of the introdu"·tion of nc:w 
tl•chnologic~ .md bearing in minJ the serious concern expressed hy expt'rts in sodal 
medidne as well as the negativt• consequences on workt·rs' S<»ei;ll life. it ~ecm~ an 
essential priority that n·ducrions in wnrkin~ timt· 11houiJ ;lpply gt·ner.llly to all!ihifts :md. 
the introdut·ri.,n of extra shifr1o, 01lrhough ntlll'r a~>p<·..:ts will h:tvc to he consitkn·,l in 
partic."Uiar C.t\cs and for spet·ific carq~uries u( workers. On the other h;md, rct·o~ni7cs tht• 
coo;t-saving atl\'antagcs of wider u,,. of shift-work in c•>nncction with tht• rt•dut·tinn of 
work.ng time, provided, however, that workers' he;tlth i~ protcctc:d. 
(e) flexible and/or early retirement measures: as increasing use is made of such measures to 
cope with crises in individual industries and as the principle of gradually extendin~ to all 
workers the right to choose when they wi~ to retire above a c."Crtain age gains ground, it 
would stem appropriate to consider at this stage ways of adaptin~ the system of pensions 
within the limits imposed by their cost at a rime when available finance should be 
concentrated un investment in industry, job training, and the provision of new jolls •• md 
to introduce both the principle of individual choice of the retircmt•nt age and the option 
of working •hnrter hours during the final years of a pt'rson's working life; 
(f) part-time working: as this type of organization of work is becoming increasingly 
common and as it is no longer unly women but also young pcoplt• and ol~cr workers 
who are choosing this option, a numher of points need to be made clear: 
- this form of work must be the result of a voluntary choice, 
- it must be distinct from other types of reduced working such as temporary work, 
flexi-time, short-time working; . ' 
- those who opt for this form of work should be granted proponionally the same 
social rights as th~ in full-time work; · 
- steps must be taken to prevent discrimination, partic."Uiarly against women, and to 
ensure that his type of work does not lead to employees being given inferior jobs, 
losing their career prospe'-'tS or having lower vocational qualific.-arions; 
- for those who desire ir, the transition to full-time working must be facilitated; 
- it should also be possible to regulate by legialation the various rime-panems of this 
form of working; 
(g) temporary work is assuming disquieting p~ponions: firms should therefore be 
discouraged from using this form of working as a way of escaping from contractual or 
legislative obligations in the field of employ.ment protection. The Commission should 
propose to the Council a dear definition of temrorary work and guidelines for ensuring 
that it is not so abuseJ; 
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(b) right to training: the spread of the technological revolution calls for the urgent and 
large-scale development- with due regard, of course, to national needs and traditions 
- of new and continuous vocational training, as the latter is b«oming an. increasingly 
essential factor in employment. Priority must, therefore, be gi\·en to alternati\·e or 
sandwi~h-course training as the best method of responding to the essential requirements 
of produ1.'tion. This means making wider use of training le.1ve for both young people anJ 
adults, .1s well .ts promoting a"·tivc: w;tys of bridging the gap betv.cen s~hll()l anJ 
working life, ;md adopting sredal measures for the trJining of womc.'ll. In the 
organiution of this type of training, consideration shouiJ also l-Ie given to po~~oibtlines of 
employment in non-gainful oc'ul'•ltions; 
(i) leave to allow for family responsihilitil!s in the area of education: in view of the 
incrca~mg diffkulties experienced by both part•nts, provisum should be made, on the 
basis of a con!>c'll!)US betwc:cn the social partners, in all Community countries for either 
parent to takt• pJrtially paid leave from the birth of a chiiJ until the age of 3; 
. 4. 
20. Considers that the process of adapting working time, including the reduction of the 
working week, must necasarily be gradual and smooth, and engendered through collective 
bargaining and tailored to the requirements of spedfic sectors and firms and to the special 
chara1.tcrisrks of each country within the framework of a strategy for e1."0110mic recovery 
based on competitiveness, both within the EEC and vis-a-vis third coul1tries. and on 
improving working and Uving conditions; 
21. Believes thJt it is also indilipcnsahle that this p~ss mould be c:oordanattd so that the 
scope and time-scale of its implementation are conllilitent with the objective of maximiling 
the effects on employment, while bearing in mind that these effects may be of a lasting 
nature anJ, beyond the short-tcmt, shouiJ form part of a prugramme fur the dcvdopmcnr 
of productivity and maintcnan~."e of .:ompany ..:om~tivity; 
2l. Strews that thellt effects on· employm~nt 11hould not be seen as an alternative to th~ 
l'tiUits obto~inable by adoprins appropriate economic: J)91ic:y measures; they must not be 
overatimat~.-d but neither should they be unJcrestimated: even if the main result of this st·t 
of measurt·s were to maintain employmC"nt levels preventing further unemrloymcnt, their 
impact in this area must be regarded as positive given the present labour m.ukct trt·nds; 
· 23. Is nevertheles~ of the opinion that the increased produ..:tivity in a number of senors 
may make it possible to reduce working hours without '-'Orrt.'!>rotJdin~ly in..:n·a~in~C W!tts to 
firms and also to finance more job-creJtion in the sector of non-gainful employment; 
24. Points out that the problem of the costs of adapting working tilhe, although dc:lc."rving 
da~e ICl'Utiny to avoid intolerable increases in company c:osts, should not stand in the way 
of reaching an apeement: it is widely recognized that this problem is bound up with the 
various possible responses of firms, with domestic: market trends, with the creation of a new 
external demand, that is factors on which the agreed economic policy measures should be 
bn)dght to bear; it would therefore appear logical that this problem should be th~ subje.;t of 
specific negotiations as to the form and content which this gradual process should take so 
that the objective of reducing working time can be obtained while guaranteeing the 
necessary competitiveness; 
25. .Asrees on the need for a Community initiative and calls upon the Commission to 
provide this initiative by the adoption of framework Directives by the Council which would 
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Mmply define the common obje'-"ti\'C:O in order to guarilntee the necessary dt"gree of 
convergt.·nce, while leaving to possible European framework agn:cmcnts between the sudal 
parrnr.:rs the nc:"-c:ssary arrangement!., which the C,ommunity institutions would dc~:lare 
thcm~lvcs to be: ready to liupport iri appropri:uc forms, and le.wing also che specific means 
to he: c.Jetcrminc:~l in natinnal regulations and/or c."'IIe"'rivc :~grec:!'wnts: ' 
26. Consic.lt•l'\ that "'1c:h a Cummunity imtiarive wuulli (;tdlitJte and t.•nsurc tht• 
simul'""''ity nf the pursu.utcc: of this uhjc,.qivc- h)· allayinJ; k.us ,,f Jll>ssihl"• Llisturriuns of 
comjl(.•tition; th.tr it wnulcJ pn."$C:IVC thL· bargaining frec.odum uf tbt• two sidc.-s uf inJusrry ;mJ 
would stimularr llli)VCS tnwotrds a gt<tt.lu.-.1 h;trmunization .tt Community IC\·el c)( rhc• various 
na tiona! c:mplu~· mc:nt l.tws; 
27. CaiiN up(m the twH sides of indu~>try h, brc.tk rhe stttlt.•mate ()(their pre~nt ~o·c,utr.h.'tU.ll 
l'd.mons, w cuu,tnh:tivdy tackle tht.• pr11hlc'1ns whic:h kt'I.'J' th\.'m ;tpilrt with the: SIIJ'I'ort .,t 
tht• l :ummunit) mstirmiun:., and, hy uuJc.•rst:mJiug the ~o:lusc linh hL·tWL'\'11 the.· c:"·unomi,, 
so~ial anJ politil·JI aspt'l1S of th\.' pruhlc:nt'> uf c.'nlploym~·nt. ru un•r'-'C•me tht• uhst.ldc.-s to 
te,hnolugical ~h.mgc and adaptation ui wurking timc:; -
28. lnstru""ts its l,residt'flt to forward this resolution to the Council and tht- Commission. 
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Ne110ranc:tu. on the Reducti.on and· Req~panisation 
of Working Ti•e 
I - Introduction 
ANNEX II 
~- Une•plo~ent is the .ost pervasive probleM currently facing 
the econo.fes of the Co.-unity and others i~ the industrialised 
world. In 1970 the overall uneMPloy•ent rate in the Ca..unity 
was 2X and it had risen to 6.2X by 1980. Now, towards the end 
' 
of 1982, it is already ov'r 10X, meaning that 110re than 11 •illfon 
people are uneMployed. On present da.ographic and econo•ic 
. . 
trends this figure will reach 12 •illion in 1983 and with the 
net annual addition to the labour force likely to r .. ain at 
about 700,000 for the next two or three years, there is no i ... diate 
prospect of a slowing of this trend. The de•and for jobs will 
in particular be reinforced both by .ore (especially .. rried> 
wa.en trying to find jobs and the expected labour-saving effects 
of the wide-scale introduction of new technologies. Without 
•ajor changes in eMPloy•ent structures working ti•e arrangeMents, 
a growth rate of 3-3,51 would be needed .. rely to prevent a 
further increase in une•ploy•ent, a rate of growth unlikely 
to be achieved in the co•ing years. 
2. In the light of this bleak •edfu.-ter• outlook, there has 
been increasing interest (which is shared by the Coa.ission) 
in the possibilities for offering eMPloy•ent to a larger nu.ber 
of people which aay be created by various ways of reorganising 
working ti•e, including·in particular reducing the working ti .. 
of individual e•ployees. Apart fro. the hardships which uneMPlOYMent 
brings to those out of work, the risk it poses to the social 
fabric and its de110cratic institutions is real. A.ong other 
policy responses to the uneMPloy•ent proble•, the Coa.ission 
believes that there is an urgent need for a new approach to 
the question of reducing and reorganising working ti .. which 
recognises the positive contribution it can .. ke. 
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II - Community Activities in tht Rtctnt Past 
3. A debate on the contribution that the reduction and reorganisation 
of working time can make to the creation of emplor-ent opportunities 
and the alleviation of unemploYMent has been going on within 
the Co-.unity for several years. 
4. The Council's Resolution of 18 Dece~er 1979 <1> on the adaptation 
of working time established guidelines in the following fields 
of action: 
- overtime, 
- flexible retire•ent, 
- part-time work, 
- temporary work, 
- shift work, 
- annual working ti .. , 
combined work and training sche.es (dealt with in a separate 
Resolution>. 
5. The Commission has already submitted a number of proposals 
to the Council in accordance with the Resolution. A Draft Direct.ve 
on voluntary part-time work was submitted on 4 January 1982; 
another draft Directive on te~orary work was tabled on 7 May 1982; 
and a draft Recommendation on flexible retirement on 15 December 1981. 
6. The Council has on a number of occasions since December 1979 
drawn attention to the potential importance of adapting and 
reallocating working tiMe in order to i•prove the e•ployment 
situation. The Joint Council Meeting of 11 June 1981 involving 
Ministers of EconoMic Affairs and finance and Ministers of Labour 
and Social Affairs and the European Council meeting on 29 and 
30 March 1982 both referred to the question in their conclusions, 
which were in turn reflected in the Council Resolution of 12 July 1982 
on· Community action to combat unemployMent. This Resolution took 
(1) OJ C2 of 4 January 1980 
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account of the possibilities revealed by experi .. nts in the 
field of adapting and reallocating working ti .. for achieving 
a more flexible use of productive capacity and i~roving the 
e•ploy•ent situation. It also called for the continuation of 
the dialogue with and between the two sides of industry regarding 
working hours and noted that the Coe.ission would tubait a .. .orandu• 
on the •atter by the en.d of 1982. 
7. In carrying out thi1 mandate the co .. ission has 1ought to 
gather together the relevant infor .. tfon fro. N.-ber States 
on experi .. nts and .. asures in the field of reducing and reorganitfng 
working ti•e. A working paper of the co .. ission'~ tervices 
<which is attached to this •e.orandu.) was prepared as a basts 
for discussion at a se•inar held in October 1982, involving 
experts drawn fro. Member States, whole experience and insight 
could assist the co .. ission in its reflections on this subject. 
8. The Commission has throughout its work conducted a dialogue 
with the two.sides of industry, both bilaterally.with European-
level delegations fro• the representatives of trade unions and 
of e'Ployers and on a joint basis. These contacts have so far 
failed to produce an agreed basis for discussion between the 
two sides on the reduction and reorganisation of working ti•e. 
9. The question of working ti .. has .ost recently been discussed 
at com11unity level in the Joint Council of Ninister of Finance 
and Economic Affairs and Emplo~ent and Social Affairs held 
on 16 November. The Council had before it a co.unication fr011 
the co .. ission (1) including a section on the reduction and 
reorganisation of working time, in which its possible contribution 
to reducing unaplo)'llent was discussed. The CouncH's conclusions 
on this point are annexed to the present co.munication. 
(1) Co• (82) 719 final. 
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III. Proble•s and Opportunities of a Reduction 1n WorkinQ Ti•e 
- General conside.rations at enterprise and· aggregate level ., 
10. In the traditional bargaining context, changes in working 
ti•e have been undert•ken •ainly in the spirit of i•proving 
living and working conditions •nd as part of an overall package 
involving pay and other benefits. Gradual reductions of annual 
working time have taken place over the years in the form, for 
example, of shorter weekly working hours for day workers, even 
shorter ones for shift workers and night workers, compensatory 
ti•e-off for overtiMe, longer annual holidays and special ·Leave 
for personal reasons or training. Over the working lifetime, 
increasing recourse has been ••de to part tiMe work, perMinently 
or for temporary periods, longer periods for initial training, 
retraining or re-education courses and early or flexible retir ... nt. 
In general, however, the overall purpose of working ti•e reductions 
has until recently been to i•prove working and living conditions 
without any specific e•ployment goal. 
11. Against the background of current economic problems, however, 
and the urgent need to ste• the tide of rising une•ploy•ent, 
a •ore positive approach to working tiMe as an instru•ent of 
e•ploy•ent policy is urgently required. The Co.eission has thus 
seen it as its task to establish in what conditions •easures 
to reduce and/or reorganise working ti•e might Mike a durable 
contribution towards creating emploYMent opportunities and to 
deter•ine whether those conditions can realistically be achieved. 
In no circumstances can reductions in individual working tiee 
alone resolve the e.ployment crisis. The Com•ission believes, 
however, that appreciable positive results can be obtained if 
suitable conditions exist or are created which allow reductions 
in working ti•e Cannual or weekly) to lead not only to a direct 
and iMMediate increase in jobs available, but also -·possibly 
in combination with measures of reorganisation - to productivity 
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increases as well, so that long-ter. e~loYMtnt prospects are 
also i~roved. Under--utilised •anpower and capit•l resources 
could be put. to .ore econo.ically productive pu~se by co.bining-
reorganisation with reductions in working houts, with both econoeically 
and socially beneficial results. Changes would of course need 
to avoid increasing unit production costs, so that the crucial 
drive for greater industrial coepetitivity is·not i~ded. Indeed, 
there is evidence that working ti•e reorganisation is increasingly 
regarded as inevitable and that once acco.plis~ed it contributes 
positively to the ability of enterprises to respond to the ca.petitive 
challenge, especially where new technologies are being introduced. 
12. In several Neaber States .. asures have recently been taken 
or are planned to reduce individual working ti .. with the ai• 
of creating jobs. In France, a decree at the beginning of the 
year reduced the working week by one hour (fro. 40 to 39 hours> 
lengthened paid holidays, li•ittd overti .. and .. de .ore flexible 
existing regulat1ons concerning the use of the workforce. The 
French govern .. nt esti•ate that 70 - 80,000 jobs have been created 
or .. intained. In Belgiu•, the govern.ent is proposing to reduce 
annual working ti .. by 51 in 1983 and to require e~loyers to 
enlarge their workforces by 31. The social partners are to work 
out the details. In the Netherlands, the social partners have 
reached a nation-wide agree .. nt that the expected increase in 
pay·to take account of higher prices norMally due to be paid 
in 1983 wfll be ear•arked for the creation of additional jobs 
in combination with shorter individual working hours, the detailed 
provisions to be negotiated at branch or enterprise level. In 
Lux .. bourg, legislative action has been taken to reinfo~ce existing 
measures on li•iting overtiMe and to ensure respect for the 
40 hour working week in the case of •ultiple job holders. 
13. ExaMination of the effects at the plant level of reducing 
and reorganising working time, despite the wide range of variables 
involved and the difficulty therefore of establishing any very 
clear-cut pattern, reveals a nuaber of fairly consistent trends: 
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<a> A reduction in working ti .. is gen.rally acca.panied, at 
least in the short run, by an increase in labour productivity 
per hour. There tends to be an intensif,cation of work, a reduction 
of idle ti .. and less absentetis•. In order to· .. intain the 
sa•e level of production, therefore, the work force needs to 
be increased less proportionately than hours are reduced. The 
increase in productivity is;not, of course, sufficient to obviate 
the need to take on any new workers at a giver production level; 
the precise effect on -.pl~t,costs1 and overall productivity 
developaent depends on agr..-.nts reached about the extent of 
wage coMPensation (1), on .. asures of reorganisation which .. Y 
alter the relative input of labour and capital and on the level 
and elasticity of ~d and other .. rket conditions in which 
the firm operates. 
(b) S•all reductions in working ti .. can generally be .. t by 
the existing organisation and •QUipment and any direct -.plo~nt­
creating effect is consequently ••all. With bigger reductions, 
the organisation of work has to be reshaped and often new invest .. nts 
undertaken, with potentially greater direct and indirect effects 
on employ•ent, but also greater risks and potential cost effects. 
It is not possible to be precise about what constitutes a big 
or a sMall reduction for these purposes. The introduction of 
flexibility Measures on a voluntary basis, for exa.ple, can 
allow adjust .. nt to relatively big reductions without .. jor 
organisational changes. 
(c) The preference of workers would be for a reduction in working 
tiMe without any substantial .. asures of reorganisation. Moreover, 
their preferences about how a reduction and reorganisation in 
working ti•e should be arranged (whether it should be in ter•s 
of daily or weekly hours, through longer holidays or .are part-time 
<1> ie the extent to which losses in an individual's wages as a result 
of reduced working hours are .. de good by increases in hourly rates 
or other pay increases with equivalent effects. 
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work, etc.> tend to favour arrangeMents which have s.aller potent1al 
e~lo~ .. nt effects. T~is generalisation may be affected by .. ny 
factors, in particular agreements on wage ca.pensation, but 
there is evidence of a sufficiently strong trend for this to 
represent a potential problem in negotiations and thus a factor 
to be.weighed when forMUlating an overall policy. 
(d) Increases in production costs can be avoided - and indeed 
reductions achieved - if a reduction in working ti~· ;s combined 
with measures of reorganisation which lead to increased plant 
operation tiae and thus a aore profitable utilisation of machinery. 
It is the way resulting productivity gains are used (wage co~ensation, 
improved price competitivity, job creation through further working 
time reduction etc.> which deter111ines the eventual eaplo~ent 
impact. Such measures of reorganisation of working ti .. might 
involve the need for more shift work, work outside what are 
now regarded as noraal hours, week~nd work, and so on. If changes 
on these lines are to be introduced harmoniously, there will 
need to be adequate assurances that they will not represent 
a retrograde step .in terms of the fundamental social rights of 
workers. 
Ce> The scope for iaproving productivity varies considerably 
according to the type of production process and of fir• concerned. 
It is clear, for exa~le, that a continuous production process 
offers no scope for increased plant operation time. Similarly, 
big organisations can generally achieve proportionately greater 
employment effects than small ones, because size per se gives 
room for Manoeuvre in terms of internal organisation. 
14. At aacro-econo.ic level, a nuabtr of IIIOdet·calculations 
have been carried out to establish the effect of a reduction 
in working time on certain economic variables, such as e~loyment, 
demand, consumption, investment, inflation and the balance of 
payments. Not surprisingly, there are no very clear-cut results 
since there are so many other variables. It is clear that, at 
the macro as at the 111icro level, maintaining or increasing the 
degree of utilisation of capital equipment (production ti•e> 
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is one of the key factors in assuring the creation of .ort -.ploy~tnt 
opportunities. The degree of wage COMPensation (wholly, ~rttally 
or not at all) does not appear ·on its own to be a dettrmintng 
factor in terms of eMPloyment oreation. The results depend rather 
on the underlying assu.ptions about the behaviour of .. nage.,nt 
concerning investment, the relative input of capital and labour 
and so on. Full wage coMpensation, leading to increased production 
costs, however, is generally inflationary, and brings about 
a loss in coapetitiveness with the standard negative consequences 
for the external balance. Despite considerable variations, the 
majority of these MOdel calculations show positive e•ploy-.nt 
effects as a result of a general reduction in working ti•e. 
15. While reductions in working tiMe are generally expressed 
in terms of a shorter working week for the individual - and 
this indeed is the policy route ~hosen by those govtrn.ents 
which have taken recent initiatives in this field - positive 
employment effects do certainly result over a longer period 
from changes involving the reduction of working tiee· over a 
whole lifetime. Such reductions may in sa.e cases Cfor instance, 
if more time is spent on education and/or training) have beneficial 
economic effects in themselves. athers, such as an increase 
in part-time work and a tendency towards earlier retir..ent, 
have the advantage of redistributing eMployment opportunities 
with little direct effect on the costs of enterprises. Still 
others, such as a tendency (still only slight) for more aen 
to take parental leave, are offset, in this case by women needing 
to take less time off to bring up their families. The a10unt 
of work done over a lifetiMe by individuals is ulti .. t•ly the 
measure of whether there has been an equitable distribution 
of employment opportunities and these developaents are therefore 
of great importance in the present discussion, quite apart fro. 
their contribution to other Community policy aims such as equal 
opportunities for •en and women. 
16. It seems probable that the largest direct employaent effects 
would be achieved by a substantial general reduction in working 
time over a fairly short time, allowing an appreciable redistribution 
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of existing etiploYJ~ent opportunities. An iiiPOrtant factor is likely 
to be a greater inclination to show solidarity on the part of 
eaployees than would result fr011 a slower and aore piec ... al 
approach. In order to ensure that such a redU~tion did not d .. age 
the co.petitivity of fi r11s and thus in the t·onger run have. a 
negative effect on eaployaent and the econo.y in general, aCCOIPinying 
.. asures would need to be introduced which would be designed 
to ensure 
- the aaxi.u. possible offsetting ~ncrease in productivity 
(although this would reduce the direct a.ployaent effect 
at a given level of production>; 
- an equitable sharing a.ong eaployees, a.ployers and public 
authorities of any reaaining costs. 
These 11easures would include in particular a ~re efficient 
and flexible ortanisation of working ti .. which aight involve 
soae fairly radical changes in existing patterns. The greater 
the effort in teras of productivity and the greater the extent 
to which any i ... diate costs can fall other than on enterpri1e1, 
the better the Long-tera prospects for c~t.1tfvity and thu1 
for growth in activity and eaploYMtnt. 
17. The overall strategy, involving both public authorities 
the social partners, would need to take account of a wide range 
of possible obstacles that •ight arise for workers and coapanies. 
For exaaple: 
Ca> There will be a need to adjust the public infrastructure 
to take account of different working patterns. Transport 
systeas and facilities for the care of young children are 
iaportant exaaples. 
(b) Workers are reluctant to forego wage coapensation at a ti .. 
when real incoaes are already declining. The introduction 
of profit-sharing or capital growth-sharing scheaes for 
workers.as a substitute Cto soae degree> for wage coapensation 
aight be considered. 
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<c> The absence of wage co•pensation risks falling more heavily 
on those who can least afford it. Careful consideration 
will need to be given to the implications for minf.u• pay 
legislation (where appropriate> and to the impact on takt·h~ · 
pay for different income groups, given progressive taxation 
rates. 
(d) The .ore abrupt the change, the greater the difficul~y for 
all concerned to bear costs which if spread over a longer 
period would be easier to accommodate. Governaents could 
consider to what extent they might share in the short-term 
costs. The pressure on public funds will be eased to the 
extent that any reductions in unemployment will •ean lover 
expenditure on social benefits and transfers and increased 
tax receipts. 
<•> Fir•• employing a·very small workforce have a Lf•1ted capacity 
for generating additional employment opportunities through 
reducing and reorganising working hours. Any overall policy 
will need to leave room for exceptions and variations to 
take the needs of small enterprises and possibly other similar 
cases into account. 
(f) IMperfections in occupational and geographical .obility 
risk causing bottlenecks in the supply of labour. 
(g) E~forts to reduce systematic overtime have so far had only 
li•ited success and would need to be reinforced if reductions 
in working time were not to be offset by increases in the 
overtime worked by those already in employment instead of 
by the recruitment of additional workers. 
(h) Existing attitudes to part-time work, resulting from its 
present low status and from unjustified inequalities in 
the treatMent part-time workers receive, are an impediment 
to the more widespread introduction of this kind of work 
and of other changes through which individuals could by 
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their own choice contribute to the more flexible organisation 
of, work. 
IV.- Conclusions and Policy Reco .. endations 
18. The Ca..ission e.phasises that policy on the reduction and 
reorganisation of working time should be embedded in a global 
strategy of econo.ic recovery and should be fully consistent 
with the various strands of that strategy, especially in proaoting 
the coapetitivenesa of the Coamunity's industry. It should aLso 
be seen in the light of other strands of that policy, in particular 
the drive for an expansion of investaent, which if pursued successfully 
are likely to enhance its effectiveness. Within the fr.aework 
of greater aacro-econo.ic stability, the control of public deficits 
and a shift in the structure of public expenditure in favour 
of public invest-.nt, measures such as the reduction and reorganisation 
of working tiae which contribute to a reduction in unemplo~t 
and thus to reduced public expenditure on social benefits can 
help in the achieveMent of sustained growth. At the Mi~ro-econo.ic 
level, there is already evidence that working tiae reorganisation 
leading to greater flexibility in the organisation of production, 
is a necessary and positive eleaent in the process of adjust .. nt 
to new technologies. 
19. Where the adaptation of working time increases the production 
hours of a fir• and results in a aore intensive use of production 
capacity, this can lead to a reduction in unit production costt. 
There is potential for lowering prices and/or iaproving·profitability, 
with the attendant likelihood of higher output and increased 
eaployment and.generally positive effects in the medium term. 
This is the pattern which reorganisations in working tiae, incl~ing 
reductions in individual working time, should aia to achieve. 
The detailed process of reducing and reorganising working· ti .. 
should take place at sector or enterprise level, with the creation 
of viable jobs as a principal objective. Wages, working conditions, 
productivity arrangeaents and cost develo~nts should thus 
be negotiated by the social partners along with working time 
and its e.ployaent creation effects. 
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Measures in the public sector, the biggest eMployer, could have 
a quantitatively appreciable effect and set an example. The 
Ca..ission, in the belief that the combined efforts of governments 
and social partners can ensure that the right pattern of conditions 
is achieved, c~nsiders that the Community should explicitly 
support and actively promote the combined reduction and reorganisation 
of working time as an instrUient of economic and social policy. 
20. During the last three years the discussions which have been 
held with the social partners at Community level with the aim 
of arriving at a common Community policy approach regarding 
annual working time, including overtime, have been unsuccessful. 
The Commission, nevertheless, believes that a further effort 
should be undertaken to reconcile the views of the two sides 
of industry at the European level on a policy framework in the 
field of the reduction and reorganisation of working ~ime in 
order to support national efforts to combat unemployment and 
to provide a basis for policies in the MeMber States which will 
narrow rather than widen existing differences. 
21. The Commission will seek to direct contacts with and between 
the social partners towards providing a basis for the eventual 
achievement at Community level of an agreement among the MeMber 
States to undertake action to accelerate the trend in the reduction 
and reorganisation of working time, accompanied by measures 
to improve coapetitivity and to safeguard basic social rights. 
In the Commission's view, the eventual aim should be to set 
a broad target for a substantial reduction in individual working 
time, possibly expressed as a percentage range. Bearing in mind 
the considerations developed earlier in this document, a guideline 
of this kind would of course need to be carefully framed to 
leave room for considerable variations to take account where 
necessary of differences in the economic situation in each Member 
State, in existing law and practice in the Me•ber States and 
of the needs of different sectors and of smaller firms. It would 
be up to the two sides of industry at the level of the firm 
or sector to give specific form to this general policy. The 
proposed European-level contacts with the social partners will 
take place over the next quarter, giving particular attention 
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to the possibility of quantifying tbe target for working ti•e 
reduction, following which the C~ission intends to make pro-
posals to the Council with a view to the devel~nt of a Ca..un-
ity policy fra•ework on these lines. 
22. In order to ensure that reduction and reorganisation of 
working ti .. contribute to the creation of durable e•ployMent 
and to the recovery of industrial competitivity, the Com•ission 
will rec~end acco~anying measures, in particular: 
- .ore flexible forms of work organisation should be planned 
at enterprise level; they should aim to achieve a .ore efficient 
utilisation of equipment through longer production ti .. s 
which would i~rove the productivity of capital; 
- strictly li•ited wage compensation is the logi~al corollary 
of a policy on the reduction of working ti .. the .ain aim 
of which is to create jobs; even where there are gains in 
productivity, these should, especially in the early stages, 
contribute to job creation and improved co.petitivity and 
should not therefore be absorbed by wage increases; and 
measures should be taken which ensure that any necessary. 
income sacrifices are inversely correlated with the existing 
pay hierarchy, resulting in an equitable burden-sharing 
among all income groups; 
-action to proaote geographical and occupational mobility 
should be reinforced so that labour •arket rigidities do 
not i~e the job cre~tion effects of the reduction and 
reorganisation of working time; 
- short-term financial assista.nce should be considered at 
national and Coa.unity level which would help the process 
r 
to get started and overcome the initial problems encountered 
by w~rkers and coapanies; 
- existing provisions which may effectively deter e~loyers 
from recruiting new workers should be reexamined and where 
appropriate adapted to remove obstacles to the expansion 
of workforces following the reduction and reorganisation 
of working time. 
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23. Reductions in working time risk being offset by increased 
overti·me if steps are not taken to prevent this. A clear distinct-
ion needs to be made between, on the one hand, systematic overtime 
and on the other, overtime which is needed to provide flexibility 
in the production process, especially in certain types and sizes 
of firms. The part of annual working time which consists of 
systematic overtime should be limited, as agreed by the Council 
in its resolution of 18 December 1979 and be compensated by 
.time off in lieu rather than by additional payments. The Commission 
will present a draft Council instrument calling for national 
measures in this sense. 
24. The Commission reco~ends that not only the reduction and 
reorganisation of working hours should be pursued, but also 
changes in the pattern of the working lifetime, various forms 
of individual work/leisure trade-offs and a more widespread 
introduction of part-time work. The social partners should include 
these matters in their negotiations on the creation of employment, 
it being understood in particular that there will be no unjustified 
differences in treatment between traditional full-time workers 
and part-time employees. In this context the implementation 
of the draft Directive on voluntary part-time work, which is 
now before the Council, is of great iaportance. 
25. Once again the Commission wishes to stress the complicated 
nature of this area of policy and the widely varying range of 
existing practices and future options. Although action by public 
authorities is necessary to provide the necessary framework 
at the national and Community level for measures to reduce and 
reorganise working time, it is the two sides of industry who 
will have the task of putting such measures into effect through 
negotiation. 
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COKCWSIONS 
Joint council (mc>/PIN.:.Soc) on 16-November 1982. 
Th~ Council met on 16 November 1982 to discuss the economic 
and socl~l situation against the background of the conclusions 
of the European Council .~.!.!~~!!.9~ i~--~~usi~_ls on :.~?/lO. Mar~~.~nd 
29 June 19&2. The Council was composed of Ministers fo~ Econo•ic 
.and Financial Affairs and Ministers for labour and Social Affairs. 
Representatives of European workers' and employers' organizations 
were consulted before the start of the meeting • 
. The Council reaffirms the importance it attaches to the 
close and continuing association of the social partners in the 
development of Community policies. 
The meeting, like the one held in Luxembourg on 
11 June 1981, took place in order to develop a higher degree 
of mutual understanding of all aspects of the unemployment 
problem and to examine in common the economic and social 
_situati~n.and the scope for furthe~ Community initiatives 
aimed at complementing and strengthening adjustment policies 
1n the Member States. 
lr THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SITUATION 
The gravity of the present economic and social situation 
characterized by a continuation of the recession, of high 
rates of inflation in a number of Member States, and high levels 01 
une~pioym~nt growing at different rates in all Hem~er States 
makes it imperative that all efforts at the national as well as 
. . 
the Community level be made to bring about a marked change. 
This need calls for action in the immediate, in the medium and 
in the longer term in a number or areas which ~ere examined by 
the Council, wi~h a view to establishing a strategy comprising 
the promotion of econom1c and financ1al stability. an increase 
in invest~ents, promot!on of the comp~titivity ~nd profitab111: 1 
0 0 •• 
industry, complet1on of the Common Market, and positive lauyw~ 
market adjustments, leading to a markP.d i~provement in the 
~rnployment situatior. ~r1hich is the most urcent task of the 
Community in the present circumstances. 
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A lasting increase in e•ployment will have to spring. 
f:~o• a strengthening of the compe~itive cap~city and 
profl tab1"11 ty of undertakings, which. presupposes an impr~.~e·:·. 
ment of the econoalc situation in general, building upon , 
the achieveMents in the fight against infl~tion~ 
The dangers and riaka ~~ the present economic 
situation can only be checked and revera•d if appropriate ... 
policies are backed by a broad-baaed willingness to a~are 
the necessary costs related to the adjustment 
process. Close conaultation,with the social partners is 
of particular importance in this respect. Efforts should 
be mada to ensure that the·burden of the present econo•ic 
. () difficulties is shared with .clue regard to the mare 
vulnerable groups; in particular, efforts to reduce 
" 
existing social or regio~al inequalities should not be 
jeopardized in the adjustment proce-ss. 
II. MEASURES 
1. International economic and financial stability 
The Council reaffirms the Community's determination 
to continue to combat protectionist tendencies in all 
its forms in international trade including ~~~ of · 
competitive devaluations. They are one of the main 
danger~ to the 'orld economy and to living standards. 
· Ministers recognize the need to develop policies which 
can contribute in a more significant 'way to the strer.gtnen-
,. 
- ing ~f trade flows• 
The stabilization and adjustment efforts by 
governments can only be successful if the international 
monetary system is managed in a way that allows interest 
rates to decline and exchange rat&E to stahilizs. The 
Community intends to play an active role 1n co-operation 
with other countries, in particular the USA and Japan, 
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in order to strengthen the internatio~~l financial system 
and to reduce uncertainties in international financial 
relations. It intends to make a substantial contribution 
to ensuring a successful result of ongoing efforts to 
reinforce the role of the multilateral financial institutions, 
particularly the I.M.F. and the World Bank • 
.. 
2. Convergence and .economic stability within the Community· 
It is ess~ntial that interest rates continue to fall, 
in order to strengthen productive investment; in this 
context the Council considers that control and redistribution 
of public expenditure and reduction of budgetary deficits 
, 
is indispensible. This is in particular true for countries ~ 
that still experience a high rate of inflation and where 
insufficient progress has been made towards a reduction .of 
budget deficits and bringing both public finances and 
external payments into better balance. 
At the same ·time the Council underlines the risk 
which could arise if all Member States independently of 
their level of inflation, level of real interest ~ates or 
financial situation pursue the same degree of restraint 
with regard to public expenditure. Countries recording a 
satisfactory slow-down in inflation, reduced real interest 
rates and a more favourable external fiscal and monetary 
position should consider using the scope for budget policy C) 
ini~ia~ives to supper~ economic ac~ivity. 
An important objective is the redistribut1on of public 
expenditure .from consumption towards productive inve~tm~nt and 
activities which will strengthen the productive capacities 
of enterprise~. The Council (Economic and Financial 
Affairs) will, in 1983, in connection with the annual 
. ~ppr~~al of b~~get guidelines and on th~ basis o~.a 
Commission re~ort, undertake an analysis of Member States' 
public budgets in order to review the evolution of 
productive public ~xpenditure. 
·.· P,r 
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The Council is determined to make .full use of 
existing procedures for the 
States' economic policies. 
Monetary System with regard 
close co-ordination of Member 
The potential of the European 
to increased discipline and 
greater convergence in the economic performance of Hember 
States is_a ~ajar consideration in efforts to strengthen 
the EMS. 
3. Investment 
The Council noted the conclusions, including the 
procedural decisions, reached by the Council (ECO/~IN) 
on 15 November 1982. 
The Council reaffirms that all possible means for 
a substantial increase of the share of CNP taken up by productive 
' investments to increase employment should be syst.matically 
and urgently exploited in a coordinated manner, both at 
national and at Community level. 
Concerning national policies, the Council notes with 
satisfaction that, since the meeting of the European 
Council on 29 and 30 March 1982, some Member States have 
put into effect important meaaurea with a view to 
increasing investment, and several others intend to 
implement measures shortly. The Council agrees that 
the need for additional measures to promote investment 
~' will be regularly reassessed. 
Priority·attent~on will be given to action which 
increases the profitability of and the ability to form 
capital in enterprises. 
The particular role and potential of small and medium 
sized enterprises (including cooperatives) will be given 
specific attention. 
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The Community instruments, E.I.B., ECSC, the New 
Community Instrument, as well as the Regional ·Fund, now 
undergoing revision, will continue to play an important 
role and must therefore be used to their full e~tent aftd 
with a high degree of effectiveness. The Council noteu 
with interest that the Commission has 'roposed a 
3.000 HECU increase in the borrowing capacity of the HCI, 
and the Council intends to reach a clear decision on thls 
early in 1983. The Council will also give further 
consideration to the recent Commission proposal for interest 
rebates at Community level in the field of the rational 
use of energy. 
4. Internal market 
The Council agrees that the reestablishment of 
confidence essential to recovery and to greater private 
investment presupposes the safeguarding of the eommon mar~et 
and a rapid development towards its completion, an essential 
f~ctor in the Community's economic development.· The Council 
therefore agrees that appropriate work programmes will be 
established for accelerated progress in the fields of 
technical standards, company law, certain services and 
internal frontier formalities. The Council is of the view 
that a session of the Council should be devoted to these 
issues in order to make substantial progress towards the 
completion of the common market. 
The Council agrees that Member Governments will review 
the practices of their national administrations in this 
• 
field. The Council invites the Commission to present 
urgently an evaluation of the functioning of the Community's 
internal mirket. 
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S. Industrial policy 
A marked increase in firm's competitivity and profitability 
in all Member States has to be achieved if the Community 
is to face competition from other major industrial 
countries and from the newly industrialised countries. 
The Community and Member States will seek to help their 
industries not only by removing administrative and 
financial constraints; but also by encouraging inter-
industry cooperation in strategic sectors, within the 
rules of the Treaty. 
Bearing in mind the importance of ne~ technologies 
in any industrial recovery much greater emphasis will be 
attached to innovation policy at both national and 
Community level. Small and medium sized enterprises 
have a particularly important role to play in this 
field. Recent decisions by the Council (Research) 
should rapidly be followed up. 
The examination of Commission proposals to this effect 
should ~e accelerated. 
The Council recalls the , urgency of industrial 
reconversion. The ECSC and the Regional and Social 
runds should continue actively their contributions in 
(~ this field. 
The Council while emphasising the vital importance 
for industrial development of maintaining conditions of 
free competition agrees that in the present international 
economic climate care must be taken to ensure that the 
Community conducts an efficient commercial policy able to 
ensure that our external trade is conducted in conditions 
of competition, in accordance with the princl9les of the 
GATT. 
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6. Youth and Labour Market 
!he Council expre•aes ita deep concern about the 
emplo7Zent situation tor the youns generation and recall~ the 
precise ;uideline·S from the March Eur.opean Council which 
emphasized the cen~ral place or youth employment in the Coam~'a 
overall strategy to COmbat unemplOJment and.reatfirma ita · 
commitment ot ensuring over the next five year• that all 
70UD5 people en~ering the labour market for the first time 
should be given the opportunity of taking vocational traiDiDs 
or a first job experience. 
fhe Council welcomes the Commission's co~ication on 
vocational training and the proposal for th~ revision o.f the 
European Social Fund which aims to improve the employaent' 
' . 
prospects ot young people; these Commission initiatives should 
be dealt with rapidly. The Council also looks forward ~o 
receiving a new communication from the Commission with 
proposals for specific measures to promote the recruitment 
ot young people and' to increase the volume of employment 
opportun1 ties available to them·. 
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The Council invites the Commission to ensure 
effective execution of the programme of pilot projects 
· :~- on po•t-achool training and education decided in Hay 1982 
# for the period 1983-86; it also instructs the subordinate 
bodies to accelerate work on the Commiaeion's recant 
proposal on professional training in new technologies 
for th~ period 1983-87. 
Regarding national policies the Council emphasizes 
the importance of ~oncrete achemea for edu~ation and 
vocational'training for young people. 
7. 6eorganizing of working time 
The Council considers that a reorganisation of working time, 
possibly in combination with a reduction in working hours, 
can under certain conditions help improve employment, in par-
ticular if a more flexible use of the means of production is 
involved. The Council : 
- agrees that a reorganisation and a reduction of working hours 
can only have positive employment effects if the competitive 
position of firms is not impaired, if there is sufficient 
flexibility in the labour market to prevent bottlenecks, 
and if appropriate account is taken of the specific and 
c~ sectoral characteristics·- notably ·the size of the firms; 
- notes with satisfaction that the Commission intends to 
preeent before the end of 1982 the memorandum on working 
time requested by the Social Affairs Council on 27 M3y 1982; 
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- notes that the Co•mission will continue its work towards 
the formulation of a Community approach, where appropriate, 
on the reorganiaation of working hours~ in accordance with 
the Council Resolution of 18 December 1979; 
- invitee the Social Council to conclude ita consideration or 
the proposed directive on voluntary part-time employni·ent 
and the draft recommendation on flexible retirement. 
8. Other specific measures 
The Council invited the Commission to undertake a study 
of long-term unemployment and possible proposals for remedial 
action. 
It also noted the suggestion of one delegation for •n 
~pdated Commiaaion study or waya and means to further the 
participation of workers in the.capital formation of enter-
. . 
prises. The Commission will examine this idea and make 
such proposals as it seems appropriate. 
III. PROCEDURE 
( 
lt is agreed that the Council in its appropriate formations 
should ensure rapid implementation in the relevant areas covered 
by the conclusions • 
• 
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